
Match Report 

London Division 2 (South East) 

Maidstone FC 18 v Tunbridge Wells 12 

Played at he Mote, Maidstone, Saturday 22nd Nov, 2014 

O 
n a weekend where the division’s top four clubs were in action against each other, 

league leaders Maidstone hosted second placed Tunbridge Wells at The Mote for 

what looked like being the defining fixture of the first half of the season.  Honours were 

shared in these fixtures in the last campaign, with the results going with home ad-

vantage; but boasting one of only two 100% records across the London & SE region so 

far this season, Maidstone regarded this fix-

ture as a critical gauge of their promotion 

credentials.  The Mote has not been a happy 

hunting ground for Tunbridge Wells in recent 

years, and  whilst battles between these two 

sides in recent seasons have been bruising 

affairs the county town side have generally 

held the upper hand,  and this encounter 

was to be no different. 

With the arrival of conditions that far more 

suited a slower and more patient territorial 

forward orientated approach it was Tunbridge Wells that looked to apply a well rehearsed 

territory based game plan, which whilst lacking in imagination, played to their own partic-

ular strengths; Maidstone on the other hand still looked to move the ball in hand in prefer-

ence to putting boot to ball;  and with a hint more good fortune could have had the match 

sewn up by the half-time interval as opposed to the tight encounter which ensued and 

whilst Maidstone were behind twice in the match they always looked always looked the 

more dangerous of the two teams,  

Head Coach Paul Hathaway was able to name a largely unchanged squad with the only 

alteration to last weeks encounter at Beckenham being James Iles returning in the 2nd 

Row and Nick Bunyan dropping to the bench.    The back division was unchanged whilst 

the bench saw a Neil Graves alongside Sam 

Kendal and Bunyan. 

Unlike recent outings Maidstone’s trait of starting 

well was not as evident against a side that 

looked to play a forward oriented game and 

kicked for territory at almost every opportunity.  A 

number of midfield infringements by the home 

side in the opening ten minutes saw the referee 

lose patience with the Maidstone pack and end-



ed with Jack Lamb receiving a yellow card.  

The man advantage was all  the encourage-

ment that Tunbridge Wells required as they 

looked to press home their numerical ad-

vantage and a driving maul saw them cross to 

just to the left of the posts with winger Matt 

Spicer claiming the try and Ollie Allman add-

ing the extras for an early 0-7 lead. 

Maidstone responded at the end of the quarter 

whilst still down to 14 men with a similar try of their own, when from a lineout just outside 

the Wells’ 22m they were able to drive the visiting pack backwards until the referee 

eventually tired of Wells’ multiple infringements and awarded a penalty try as the maul 

was collapse with the home side about to breach the try line; Nick Childs added the ex-

tras to tie the game up at 7-7. 

With the advantage of whatever slope there 

is on the pitch, Tunbridge Wells continued to 

play for territorial advantage, but it was the 

home side that always looked the more 

threatening, as in large part they contained 

the visitors threat and then looked to break 

from defence.  The rest of the half saw  the 

home side probably unlucky not to go into 

the interval with a significant advantage as 

they managed to up the tempo in their game 

and breaks by their back division on several occasions were only thwarted by handling 

errors or a misplaced final pass in the Tunbridge Wells 22m, A long range penalty at-

tempt just before half time was really Wells only other real scoring opportunity in the half. 

The second half looked set to be an interesting encounter as Wells had come from be-

hind in all bar one of their previous league games, and recent form has seen Maidstone 

run sides ragged in the second period. 

Maidstone looked to have started the brighter 

but an uncharacteristic handling error by Van 

der Velde with the visiting defence stretched 

gave Wells a scrum from which, combined 

with Maidstone infringements they were able 

to build a series of phases that resulted in 

hooker Scott Sedgewick crossing wide on the 

right with the half only four minutes old .  All-

man was unsuccessful with the conversion 

attempt but the visitors had an early7-12 ad-

vantage. 

Maidstone countered with their own pressure, and in a match where neither side really 

came to grips with some of the referees inconsistencies, Wells conceded a penalty just 

outside their 22m through backchat to the official and Childs took the three points on 

offer to narrow the deficit  to 10-12.  Midway through the half Maidstone again found 

themselves reduced to fourteen as flanker Eddie Cranston was yellow carded  for what 

the referee felt was injudicious use of his feet.  

Coach Hathaway then started to make changes 

in the lineup, with Bunyan on for James Iles and 

Morosan moving to scrum-half as Kendal came 

on for the injured Sam McPherson. 

Despite still being a man down, the impact of the 

changes was almost immediate, from a midfield 

scrum the ball found Jamie Perigo who made the 



initial break, Van der Velde took the ball on and was hauled down just 

short of the Wells’ line, but quick recycled ball saw Kendal cross from 

close range for the score with almost his first touch of the ball to give 

Maidstone a 15-12 advantage. This lead was extended midway through 

the final quarter as Wells were penalised resulting in fullback Sam Newton 

receiving a yellow card; skipper Ben Williams duly pointed at the posts 

and Childs obliged with the obligatory 3 points from just outside the 22m 

to give the home side an 18-12 advantage. 

The final minutes saw Tunbridge Wells looking for the winning score and 

the home side able to contain the threat to run out 18-12 winners in a match where the score line was perhaps flat-

tering to the visitors and where the home side knew that they had squandered a handful of opportunities that could 

have denied their nearest challengers the losing bonus point. 

In summary, in this match Maidstone never quite hit the heights they had 

in their previous performances this season, although in part that has to 

be down to the quality of opposition.  However, on pitches that are going 

to be less favourable to Maidstone’s ‘all court’ running game they will 

need to look to develop their game plan to take much more account of 

the conditions. 

 

Maidstone:  Williams (C), Pankhurst, Byford,  Iles J, Iles M, Lamb, Werahiko, Cranston, McPherson Skelton, Moro-

san, Perigo, Van der Velde, Douglas, Childs.   Replacements: (All Used) Bunyan, Graves, Kendal  

 

 

 

 

 


